ASTEK NARMOTEX 2,5mm

GROOVED ORNAMENTAL PLASTER
ASTEK MARMOTEX 2,5 mm is a mat, white or colored ornamental structured plaster for inside and
outside. It is based on watery stray of acrylic copolymers, pigments and additives.
PROPERTIES
ASTEK MARMOTEX 2,5 mm is used to decorate and protect outside surfaces made by: concrete, plaster.
It can be also used for strong inner paintings. Resistant to strokes, scratches.
RECOMMENDED SURFACES
It may be applied on: mineral surfaces, concrete, masonry. The surfaces must be dry, smooth, clean,
degreased, without lustre or dust. Before application is recommended to apply one coat of ASTEK
GRUND RUGOS.
APPLICATION
After the application of ASTEK GRUND RUGOS white or colored, the plaster is applied in one single coat
with non-oxidable tools and the structure is made using plastic tools. It may be colored using the
coloring system ASTEK COLORTEK. On large areas is recommended to apply the product without
interruption, to prevent material overlap. After use, the tools must be washed immediately by water.
ATTENTION: Do not mix the product with: lime, clay or solvent based paint.
APPLICATION CONDITIONS
Air, support and product temperature: 10-+30°C. Humidity : max. 75%
DRYING TIME:
Partially drying time: 24 hours; Total drying time: 72 hours
CONSUMPTION
2,5 - 3 kg/m². It may vary depending on the support and the structure needed.
DILUTION
It is ready to be used.
STORAGE
It will be stored in dry, airy spaces, away from frost, in tightly closed recipients. Do not store this product
at temperatures below 5C.
PACKAGING
3 years in tightly closed recipients.
R22 Harmful by inhalation, in contact with skin and if swallowed
S2 Keep out of the reach of children
S7 Keep container tightly closed
S40 To clean the floor and all objects contaminated by this material use water
S47 Kept at temperature not exceeding +30°C
S59 Refer to manufacturer/supplier for information on recovery/ recycling

